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TherMOsTaT QuiCk referenCe

getting to know your indoor remote 
sensor TsTbM-rrs--TW-a 

1

2

3

4

5

1. lCD Display

2.  glow in the Dark light button*

3.  Temperature setpoint buttons**

4.  remote name

5. run and Clean keys**

Caution
Mercury Notice: All Bosch thermostats are 
mercury free. However, if the product you are 
replacing contains mercury, dispose of it 
properly. Your local waste management 
authority can give you instructions on recycling.

Run Key
RUN only shows if the 
remote sensor setpoint 
has been changed.  
Pressing RUN will cancel 
the temporary setpoint hold.  
Note:  The SHOW SET must 
be set to YES in tech setup 
menu before the RUN key 
will be shown in the display.

Wireless Icon

Remote Label
Each indoor remote
sensor can be labeled.
The label options can be
found during tech setup.

Temperature
Indicates the current
ambient temperature.

Low Battery Indicator
Replace batteries when 
this indicator is shown.

Clean Key
Pressing the CLEAN key 
will allow 30 seconds to 
clean the display. The keys 
will be inoperable during 
this time. NOTE: The Show 
Set mode must be set to 
YES in tech setup menu 
before the CLEAN key will 
be displayed.

Setpoint Temperature 
Displays the user selectable 
setpoint temperature.

Setpoint Adjustment Keys
NOTE: The SHOW SET must 
be set to YES in tech setup 
menu before the setpoint 
keys will be shown in the 
display.

Wireless range
Range between the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A  and the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A master thermostat is up to 100 
feet with no obstructions and up to 50 feet in 
standard residential metal, brick, and concrete 
construction.

MOunTing lOCaTiOns

reMOTe sensOr lOCaTiOns 
The remote sensor should be mounted or placed 
approximately 4 to 5 feet above the fl oor. Select an area 
with average temperature and good air circulation.

Do not install remote room sensors in locations that are:

• On an exteriorwall

• In direct sunlight

• Where there may be concealed chimneys or pipes 
behind the wall

• Close to a window or door leading outside

• Close to objects radiating heat such as fi replaces, 
lighting, space radiators, or any other appliance

• In areas that do not require conditioning

• In dead spots or where drafts can occur (behind 
doors or in corners)

• Close to hot or cold air ducts

Caution
*NOTE ABOUT THE LIGHT BUTTON:
This button is used to light up the display. DO 
NOT hold the light button down for longer 
than 3 seconds or you will enter the 
technician setup screens. If you inadvertently 
enter the tech setup press and release the 
light button a second time to exit the tech 
screens.

Caution
**NOTE ABOUT SETPOINT, RUN AND 
CLEAN KEYS: These keys will only be 
shown if they have been turned on in 
Technician Setup menu.
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Wireless range
Range between the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A  and the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A master thermostat is up to 100 
feet with no obstructions and up to 50 feet in 
standard residential metal, brick, and concrete 
construction.

MOunTing OpTiOns

Wall Mount - removable
1.  Mount T-bracket on the Wwall.

T-bracket

Wall
mount
slots

2.  Slide the Remote Sensor over the mounted 
T-bracket.

Wall mount 
slot holders.

T-bracket
mounted on 
the wall

Back View
of Subbase
of Remote
Sensor

Desk or Counter Option
1. Slide the T-bracket up into the slot holders.

2. T-bracket will stop on the top of the slot holders.

 Mounting Options
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2. Once you have removed the door from the back 
of the remote, insert 2 AA Alkaline batteries and 
replace the battery door.

inserting batteries for permanent  
Wall Mount
1. Remove the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A from the 

subbase. The TSTBM-RRS--TW-A is held on the 
subbase by a plastic tab on the bottom of the 
remote sensor. Push in with a small flat head 
screwdriver to remove the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A 
from the subbase.

Bottom of 
Remote Sensor

Wall Mount - permanent
1. Remove the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A  from the 

subbase.

2. Mount subbase to the wall.

Inside View
of Subbase
of Remote
Sensor

insTalling baTTeries 

installing batteries for Temporary Wall 
Mount or Table placement
1. Use the finger tab on the back of the remote to 

remove the battery door.

installing batteries 
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2. Once you have removed the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A 
from the subbase, insert 2 AA Alkaline batteries.

Top tabs

Inside viewReset button

3. Attach the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A to the subbase by 
aligning the two top tabs and then close as 
shown.

Swing closed

COnneCTing TO The MasTer 
TherMOsTaT

easy COMMuniCaTiOn link seT up
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A sends temperature information 
every 5 minutes.

1. The TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a  Master Thermostat 
Tech setting for the remote sensor must be set 
to yes. See the TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a  manual 
for instructions.

TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A 
Master Thermostat

Example Step 1
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A 
Remote Sensor set to YES. 
Then press NEXT STEP

2. Navigate the TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a  to the 
finDing sensOrs technician setup step and 
then select the zone you wish to connect for that 
remote. (See the TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A manual 
for instructions).

TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A 
Master Thermostat

Example Step 2
The TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A 
Finding Sensor zone 
numbers must match the 
zone number on the 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A

 Connecting to the Master Thermostat
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3. On the Remote Sensor TsTbM-rrs--TW-a hold 
the lighT button for 3 seconds to enter the tech 
setup screens. The fi rst technician setup step is 
ZOne.

TSTBM-RRS--TW-A
Remote Sensor

Example Steps 3 and 5

Wireless icon       Light button

4. Choose the zone that matches the 
TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a that you currently want to 
connect by pressing .

Caution
You can only connect one 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A to each zone
FOR EXAMPLE: If you would like to connect 
two TSTBM-RRS--TW-A to the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A , connect the fi rst 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A to ZONE 1. Connect the 
second TSTBM-RRS--TW-A to  ZONE 2.

5. While in the ZOne tech setup step on TsTbM-
rrs--TW-a, hold the light button down until the 
wireless icon fl ashes, approximately 3 seconds.

6. The TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a should now show 
the temperature of the remote sensor and the 
remote name. Your TsTbM-rrs--TW-a has now 
established a communication link with the 
TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a.

TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A
Master Thermostat

Example Step 6
The TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A 
now displays the name and 
the ambient temperature of 
the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A

TeChniCian seTup Menu
This remote sensor has a technician setup menu for 
easy installer confi guration. To set up the remote 
for your particular application:

1. Press and hold the lighT button for 3 seconds. 
This 3 second delay is designed so that 
homeowners do not accidentally access the 
installer settings.

2. Confi gure the installer options as desired using 
the following table.

3. Use the +  key to move to the next tech setup 
screen.

4. Use the key to make adjustments to the 
settings.

Caution
Press and release the light button when you 
want to exit the tech setup screens.

Technician setup Menu 
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Caution
Once in the Tech Setup Menu, the +  button rotates through the setup 

features while the  button changes the values for that particular 

setting. The +  button does not change the value and will take you to 

the next feature. Only the  button will change the value.

Tech setup steps

lCD will 
show adjustment Options

factory 
Default 
settings

Zone 
selection

Selects which zone is 
used for connecting to the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A.
Only 1 remote can be used 
for each zone for a total of 4 
remotes.

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
The Zone number on the 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A and the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A must match in 
order to establish a connection.

ZONE 1

remote
name

Selects a Name for the remote. 
This name will appear on the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A when 
the TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A 
is displaying the remote’s 
temperature.

Remote 1, Remote 2,
Remote 3, Remote 4,
Bedroom 1, Bedroom 2,
Bedroom 3, Bedroom 4,
Kitchen, Living Room, Hall, Family 
Room, Dining Room, Offi ce, Study, 
Den, Loft, Upstairs.

REMOTE 
1

show set Enabling this feature 
will allow the remote to 
temporarily override the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A set point.

N—The remote is used as a sensor only 
and cannot change the current set 
point. 
Y—Enables the temperature adjustment 
keys allowing the user to temporarily 
override the TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A set point 
with the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A remote.

N

room
Temperature
Calibration

This feature allows the 
installer to change the 
calibration of the room 
temperature display. For 
example, if the thermostat 
reads 70° and you would like it 
to read 72° then select +2.

You can adjust the room temperature 
display to read
-4°F to +4°F above or below the
factory calibrated reading.

0

f or C This feature sets the
display temperature to
read in either Fahrenheit or 
Celsius.

F for Fahrenheit
C for Celsius.

F

low
Temperature
setpoint 
limit

This feature allows you
to set a minimum cool
setpoint value. The
setpoint temperature
cannot be lowered
below this value.

Use the  key to select the minimum 
cool setpoint.

44ºF

high
Temperature
setpoint 
limit

This feature allows you to set a 
maximum heat setpoint value. 
The setpoint temperature 
cannot be raised
above this value.

Use the key to select the maximum 
heat setpoint.

90ºF

Technician setup Menu
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Caution
Go to page 6 of this manual to see the 
instructions on how to connect the 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A to the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A Master 
Thermostat.

Caution
Tech setup cannot be entered if the 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A is in temporary hold 
mode. Press the RUN key to exit 
temporary hold.

sensOr Only MODe

(shOW seT tech screen set to n)
In sensor only mode (set to N) the remote will not 
allow you to change the set point. The current 
ambient temperature will be displayed and 
transmitted to the TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A every fi ve 
minutes. The ambient temperature will be used for 
controlling when system average is selected and 
whenever it is given priority by the program in the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A.

TsTbM-rrs--TW-a 
show set Tech set up screen

aDJusTable reMOTe MODe

(shOW seT tech screen set to y)
In show set mode it will show the temperature 
setpoint arrows and the CLEAN key.

In this mode the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A  can be used to 
override the TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A current settings 
for 4 hours in addition to being used as temperature 
sensor.

Remote Sensor Confi guration

TsTbM-rrs--TW-a 
show set Tech set up screen

Caution
The TSTBM-RRS--TW-A  will show the Run 
key for 4 hours even if the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A is put back in to 
normal operation or overridden by a 2nd 
remote. However, the last device changed 
will have priority.

Caution
The last remote or master
changed will have priority.

Caution
There is no permanent hold on the TSTBM-
RRS--TW-A , but you can select
a permanent hold from the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A.

programming a priority for the sleep 
time period
In this example system we have one 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A on the main fl oor and one 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A in the Master Bedroom on the 
2nd fl oor. During the setup process the 
TSTBM-RRS--TW-A was named Bedroom 1. During 
Wake, leaVe and reTurn, the program should 
remain on system average. When on the sleep time 
period during programming, press neXT ZOne until 
Bedroom 1 shows. During the sleep time period 
the other remotes in the house will be ignored and 
the system will be controlled only by the ambient 
temperature of the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A in the master 
bedroom. The Wake, leaVe and reTurn 
temperature will be controlled by the system 
average.
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neW feaTures On The 
TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a afTer 
TsTbM-rrs--TW-a is COnneCTeD 

next Zone key

NEXT ZONE

SYSTEM 
AVERAGE

In this example, the name of the zone currently 
having priority is sysTeM aVerage.

System average is the average of all connected 
sensors.

Local is the ambient temperature of the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A.

The name of the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A can be 
displayed. This shows it has priority.

neXT ZOne key cycles through ambient 
temperatures for connected zones.

Thermostat hold (permanent)

perManenT
hOlD

hOlD run sCheDule

hOlD: Indicates the TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A is in 
permanent hOlD. A permanent HOLD can be active 
for system average, local, or any TSTBM-RRS--TW-A. 

run sCheDule: Will cancel any holds and return 
the system to the program.

To put the thermostat into hold select system average 
or the zone you want to hold. Then use the arrows to 
adjust the setpoint. Then press the hOlD key.

setpoint not Displayed

nO Display

Setpoint will only be displayed for the zone currently 
being used by the program or in hold. Press the +  
or to show the setpoint for adjustment.

TeMpOrary hOlD (4 hOurs)

reMOTe

reMOTe sensOr run sCheDule

reMOTe: Indicates the TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A is in 
temporary hold. The setpoint will now display the 
temporary override setpoint.

The name of the remote sensor will be displayed. In 
this example, it is reMOTe 2.

run schedule: Will cancel any holds and return the 
system to the program.

Caution
If the batteries in the TSTBM-OTS--TW-A 
outdoor temperature sensor are low, the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A thermostat will display 
a fl ashing “bA” and underneath will display 
“Low bat Outdoor”. 

new features On TsTbM3h2Cph6W-a
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Caution
If the batteries in the TSTBM-RRS--TW-A 
room temperature sensor are low, the 
TSTBM3H2CPH6W-A thermostat will display 
a fl ashing “bA” and underneath will display 
the name of the room sensor that has the low 
battery level. The TSTBM-RRS--TW-A  room 
temperature sensor will also indicate low 
battery levels by displaying the battery icon.

speCifiCaTiOns 

TsTbM-rrs--TW-a remote sensor

The display range of temperature 32ºF to 99ºF (5ºC to 35ºC)

The control range of temperature 44ºF to 90ºF (7ºC to 32ºC)

Display accuracy ± 1ºF

Power source Battery power from 2 AA Alkaline batteries

Operating temperature 32ºF to +105ºF (0º to +41ºC)

Operating humidity 90% non-condensing maximum

Dimensions of thermostat 2.75”W x 4.5”H x 1.375”D

Frequency 916 MHz

Sending Data Every 5 minutes

Reading Temperature Every 60 seconds

COnTaCT yOur lOCal bOsCh Dealer 
Or insTalling COnTraCTOr fOr 
prODuCT suppOrT.
field Technical support:
(954) 776-5471

bosch
601 N.W. 65th Ct.

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

www.bosch-climate.us

specifi cations
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liMiTeD WarranTy

Models Covered
This limited warranty is provided by FHP 
Manufacturing Company (“FHP”) and covers the 
Bosch TST Thermostat (hereinafter referred to as 
“Product”). This warranty is provided to the original 
purchaser of the Product as long as the Product 
remains installed at its original place of installation. 

WarranTy COVerage

limited Warranty
FHP warrants that all internal components 
incorporated into the Product at the time of 
shipment by FHP shall remain free from defects in 
workmanship and materials for the shorter of five 
(5) years from proof of certificate of occupancy date, 
five (5) years from proof of certified start up date or 
six (6) years from date of manufacture provided it is 
installed and properly maintained by a qualified and 
trained HVAC contractor and the other conditions of 
this warranty are met.  If FHP determines that the 
Product has a defect in workmanship or materials, 
FHP, at its option, will repair or replace the defective 
part.

iTeMs nOT COVereD
This limited warranty does not cover the following 
circumstances:

1. Components or parts not provided by FHP.

2. Components or parts on which the tags or 
nameplates have been removed, altered or 
defaced.

3. Scratches in or discoloration of finishes.

4. Serviceable items and normal maintenance as 
required per the Installation and Maintenance 
Manual.

5. The workmanship of any installer.  FHP disclaims 
and does not assume any liability of any nature 
for unsatisfactory performance caused by 
improper installation, repair or maintenance.

6. Any labor or material costs for removal, 
reinstallation, repair and replacement of the 
defective component or part.

7. Electricity or fuel costs, or any increases or 
unrealized savings in same, for any reason 
whatsoever.

8. Damage caused by excessive temperatures or 
pressures, fuel or gas explosion, electrochemical 
reaction, water and air impurities, electrical 
failures, use during construction, flooding or 
acts of God.

9. Any damage or failure resulting from the 
introduction of harmful chemicals, caustic fluids, 
or liquids detrimental to any unit component, 
including but not limited to improperly applied 
or maintained heat transfer fluids or chlorinated 
pool or spa water.

10. Any damage or failure resulting from improper 
unit sizing.

11. Shipping charges, delivery expenses or 
administrative fees incurred by the purchaser in 
repairing or replacing the Product.

COnDiTiOns Of WarranTy
The warranty herein is void under the following 
circumstances:

1.  Failure or malfunction resulting from improper 
or negligent operation, accident, abuse, 
freezing, electrical imbalance characteristics, 
misuse, unauthorized alteration, incorrect 
electrical supply, electrical surges, or improper 
installation, repair or maintenance. See the 
Installation and Maintenance Manual for 
installation and maintenance information.

2.  Failure or malfunction resulting from any 
conditions within the structure, including mold 
and/or mildew and/or any chemical or toxin 
secreted there from or damage resulting from 
mold, fungus or bacteria.

3.  Failure or malfunction resulting from a 
contaminated or corrosive air or liquid supply, 
the addition of unapproved chemicals, operation 
at abnormal temperatures, pressures or flow 
rates, opening of the refrigerant circuit by 
unqualified personnel or any attachment, 
accessory or component not authorized and 
approved by FHP. See the Installation and 
Maintenance Manual for installation and 
maintenance information.

Warranty
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4.  Failure or malfunction due to misapplication or 
faulty building design or construction, including 
inadequate refrigerant levels, condensate drain, 
duct work design or installation.

5.  Product on which payment to FHP is or has been 
in default.

6.  Work performed without prior authorization or 
approval and without authorization/requisition 
number and without proper documentation 
verifying compliance with above terms.

liMiTeD WarranTy
OTHER THAN THE OBLIGATIONS OF FHP 
EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HERIN, fhp DisClaiMs 
all WarranTies, eXpress Or iMplieD, 
inCluDing buT nOT liMiTeD TO any iMplieD 
WarranTies Of MerChanTabiliTy Or fiTness 
fOr a parTiCular purpOse. FHP’S SOLE 
OBLIGATION WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT 
AND purChaser’s eXClusiVe reMeDies are 
seT fOrTh in The fOregOing liMiTeD 
WarranTy. fhp shall nOT be liable fOr any 
inDireCT, puniTiVe, inCiDenTal, speCial, 
COnseQuenTial Or siMilar DaMages 
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, INJURY OR 
DAMAGE TO PERSONS OR PROPERTY OR 
DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF USE, LOST PROFITS, 
INCONVENIENCE OR LOSS OF TIME.

Caution
Note that any repaired or replaced product will 
be warranted for only the unexpired tem of the 
original warranty.

Caution
Some states do not allow the exclusion of 
limitation of damages, or limitations on how 
long an implied warranty lasts, so the above 
limitations and exclusions may not apply to you.

WarranTy ClaiMs prOCess
If you have a warranty claim you should notify the 
contractor who installed your Product and ask that 
the contractor notify FHP Manufacturing Company, 
601 N.W. 65th Court, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309. To 
process your claim, you will need a copy of your 
original invoice or other proof of purchase, the 
product serial number and documentation showing 
the original installation date and location. The 
alleged defective components or parts must be 
returned to FHP in accordance with FHP procedure 
then in force for handling goods returned for the 
purpose of inspection to determine cause of failure 
(contact FHP if you have questions regarding the 
return process). If FHP determines that the returned 
components and/or parts are defective and that this 
warranty applies, FHP will furnish the repaired or 
replacement components and/or parts to the 
contractor who installed your Product.

This Warranty applies to FHP products installed in 
the Continental United States and Canada onlyt

Warranty
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601 N.W. 65th Court, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
Phone: 954-776-5471  |  Fax: 954-776-5529
www.bosch-climate.us


